
Data Science for BFSI : 
Turning data into
valuable insights 
We are in the business of mining

big data and deriving valuable insights from it
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revenue comes from
customer retention80%

increase in sales from identifying and
maximising top value customers 17%

market leaders don't know
how much their customers are worth66%

The BFSI industry is data-intensive with typically massive graveyards of  unused and unappreciated 

accounts and credit processing data. As banks face increasing pressure to stay protable, 

understanding customer needs and preferences becomes a critical success factor. Many Advanced 

Analytics practices are being increasingly adopted by major banks and nancial institutions. Through 

Data mining and Advanced Analytics techniques, banks become better equipped to manage market 

uncertainty, minimise fraud, improve customer retention by minimising churn and analyse propensity 

to renew. 

Usage of Data Science in BFSI
Like many other businesses, BFSI can derive numerous benets from Data Science. To properly 

ascertain how customers prefer to be served, banks can apply such data science techniques as 

hypothesis test-ing, crowdsourcing, data fusion and integration, machine learning, natural language 

processing, signal processing, simulation, time series analysis and visualization. Using the insights 

gleaned from these approaches, marketers can derive the right marketing strategy through a mix of  

marketing messages and offers that resonate with individual customers and segments. 

Data science can help banks recognise behaviour patterns, providing a complete view of  individual 

customers and segments. For example, when a customer enters a bank, customer can be offered the 

right products and provide a quicker resolution to customer queries. Data science can also be used by 

banks to analyse the average cost for each channel (e.g., call centre, branch banking, etc.) and design 

strategies to migrate customers to low-cost channels. 

For debt collections and recoveries, Analytics is a critical part of  the process, as it can enable 

organisations to create an accurate picture of  the customer's propensity and ability to pay and, 

therefore, the amount likely to be recovered. This behavioural scoring is used to segment customers 

and prioritise collections activities to maximise recoveries and reduce collections costs.

 

IL&FS Technologies (ITL) has developed several robust statistical models for BFSI which not only 

helps in increasing Profitability, but can specifically help in the following areas of business. 

Improving Marketing Effectiveness
ITL uses data as per demographics, campaigns, loans/other accounts/credit card transactions, 

insurances etc. and locations. This increase the effectiveness of  marketing campaigns and helps 



identifying the right targets. The same also helps improving marketing 

budgets and optimising marketing results in proportion to the sales. 

Cross Sell / Up Sell
ITL applies Advanced Analytics to the available data which helps in 

building customer equity, helps differentiating from the competitors 

which enhances market positioning, promotes diversication and 

innovation, enhances customer protability and reduces customer 

attrition and improves customer loyalty.

Fraud Detection for POS unsecured loan approval 
ITL has developed a strategic model that identies customers who are 

more likely to commit frauds on consumer durable loan. As a result, we 

identify substantial decrease in loan disbursement to fraudulent cases at POS. This not only helps in protecting brand's 

reputation by nding potential faults faster and accurate but also increase customer retention and customer 

experience. 

Propensity to Churn 
ITL has developed predictive churn modelling that achieves three goals : understand the key factors of  BFSI attrition, 

identify the BFSIs customers' risk of  leaving, and provide targeted insights on which retention actions should be 

implemented. Though Advanced Analytics, we bring in an effective solution to reduce the customer churn and let 

customers stay with the bank for long. 

Basis the past data available, use of  Data Science helps predict the data and suggest solutions to stop customer churn 

and increase deposits. Data is analysed basis customer bank visits, call logs, web interactions, credit / debit card 

history, social media, transaction type and banking volumes. This practise helps us prepare valuable insights and 

predict the churn score.

Increasing CASA Ratio 
ITL has developed a host of  data science models that address the three key areas that can lead a

Bank to increased protability –

● Acquire New Customers

● Increase Wallet Share

● Retain Customers

We analyse the data available and suggest methods to improve CASA deposits which not only increases the 

protability but also help banks to retain their customers for long. The practise also helps in making strategies to retain 

the existing customers deposits and get new high value customers. 

Propensity to Renew
Insurance businesses continue to look for ways to differentiate, given the highly competitive nature of  the industry and 

limited differences in product features. Using Advanced Analytics practises, ITL provides new ways to the insurance 

companies to meet customer expectations of  a more personalized experience and faster decisions. The practise 

identies the loyal and potential customers which increases probability of  more and frequent insurance renews. 
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We work on modern day technology with open source tools and techniques 

Technology Partners

Customer Analytics
ITL thoroughly studies needs and demands of  the customers and the respective delivery. As a result we prepare a 

methodology which helps analysing and reducing customer churn, increase customer engagement, improve trial 

conversation rates and improve customer experience. Through this, the bank gets more customers and revenue and 

helps retain customers at a lower cost. 

Corporate Office:
3rd Floor, Ambience Corporate Tower
Ambience Mall, Ambience Island National Highway #8
Gurgaon - 122 002, Haryana
analytics@ilfstechnologies.com | +91-124-471 6400

ITL Philippines Inc.
Information Management Center Building,

LRA Compound, East Avenue corner NIA Road, Diliman,
Quezon City, 1100 Manila, Philippines

analytics@ilfstechnologies.com | +63 917 876 9401

QUESTIONS

WHERE?

HOW? WHO?

WHEN? WHAT?

We are ready to do a Proof of Concept to answer all the questions


